Software features and

**MODULES**

for everyone.

- Front Desk
- Group Handling
- Front Office Cashiering
- Inbuilt Credit Card Processor
- Rooms and Rates Management
- Repeat Guests History
- Travel Agents & Contracts
- Housekeeping
- Advanced Rate Management
- Pooled Inventory
- Restrictive Allocations
- Availability Management
- Social Media Index & Timeline
- Social Heat Map
- Email Marketing
- Revenue Management
- Accounts Receivable
- Management Statistics
- Reporting and Archives
- Night Audit
- Over 175 interfaces
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

On-site or cloud-based
HOTEL PMS
Just the way you want it.

We give you the freedom to choose between an on-site PMS or a cloud service. In either case, the PMS connects with your own and 3rd party online reservation web sites. It also listens to what guests are saying about your hotel, in social media. Your availability and rates are managed correctly. You risk neither overbooking nor lost revenue. Our PMS helps manage housekeeping, provides rich reports & analytics and may be interfaced with other systems like POS, call accounting, HIS, back office, etc.

We give you the choice of implementing a single-vendor solution for all the IT needs in your hotel. Backed by committed and competent technical services that our users appreciate.

**01** Property management system for independent hotels and chains

**02** Optimize revenues and one click e-distribution

**03** Green IT with lower capex and running costs

**04** Social media and reputation management

**05** Pre-configured analytics and customizable reports

**BENEFIT** WASH PMS can be used by independent hotels as an on-premise solution or cloud-based. It can host multiple properties of a single or a private data center. Highly modular design allows for fast deployment and adoption of new capabilities, allowing new properties to on-board faster.

**BENEFIT** Hoteliers have a range of options to get bookings, OTA’s, CDS, corporates, monitor, as well as accepting bookings through their own brand websites. When using WASH PMS or any other cloud-based PMS, you can automate the process to maximize the efficiency of your distribution strategy while maximizing results.

**BENEFIT** Manage guest-facing communication to administrative activity over digital formats and self-checks. Both WASH and mycheck PMS are available as a hosted solution, allowing you to minimize upfront investment, reduce ongoing costs of maintenance, while simultaneously maximizing performance and scalability.

**BENEFIT** Social media is an important channel for engaging guests, now get social sentiment index of your property, review all your guest feedback in a single screen, take the feedback load map and understand & improve guest satisfaction score.

**BENEFIT** To make better decisions and more money, our PMS offers real-time dashboards, over 150 department and revenue-focused reports that provide real business insight to your key metrics, incorporating both forecasts and historical data.

mycheck PMS Wins Multiple Awards for

**HOTEL SOFTWARE**

- **400 USER SITES**
- **30,000+ ROOMS**
- **20+ COUNTRIES**
- **175+ INTERFACES**

What our clients are saying about us

As a hotelier, I am very happy with PMSys, PMS for hotels. It helps me to run a better-organized business. We recognize Profitly. First of all, it is an excellent partner and as a result of our robust relationship, we have recommended them to other four hotels within our group.

Sandip Ghosh, General Manager
The National Hotel, Haridwar, Uttarakhand, India